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Crime Report
Books, events, author appearances and crime fiction what-not

FOCUS ON...
This month we see publication of the third book in Fiona Erskine’s
Chemical Detective series. The series features Dr Jaq Silver, skier,
scientist, international jet-setter and explosives expert as she blows things
up to keep people safe.
Fiona’s debut novel, The Chemical Detective (2019), was shortlisted for
the Specsavers Debut Crime Novel Award. In it, Jaq stumbles across a
problem with a consignment of explosives while working on avalanche
control in Slovenia. After raising a complaint with the supplier, a
multinational chemical company, her evidence disappears and she is
framed for murder.
Fiona read from her debut as part of Bloody Scotland’s 2019 Crime in the
Spotlight, the initiative that offers a platform to shine a spotlight on new
crime writing talent during the festival. New and emerging published
crime writers are invited to apply each year for a slot to read out a short
sample of their work in front of Stirling crowds before one of the
programmed events. In Fiona’s case, this was the audience for Denise
Mina and Louise Welsh.

Phosphate Rocks is published
on 10th June (paperback) and
17th June (Kindle

Action, intrigue and a stonkingly modern heroine. It's a blast.'
Sunday Times Crime Club
Fiona, herself a well travelled professional engineer, has gone from strength to strength, publishing her
second novel, The Chemical Reaction, in 2020. In this book, Jaq escapes almost certain death amidst the
ruins of Chernobyl, only to find herself in even hotter water.
Her latest novel, Phosphate Rocks: A Death in Ten
Objects is published by Sandstone Press this
month, and we can’t wait to read what’s in store
next for Jaq. As the old chemical works in Leith
are demolished a long deceased body encrusted
in phosphate rock is discovered. Seated at a card
table he has ten objects laid out in front of him.
Whose body is it? How did he die and what is the
significance of the objects?

Catch up with Fiona on Twitter at
@erskine_fiona
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Don't miss...

The Blood Brothers Big Book Blowout (2021) is already set to be THE online crime festival of
the year. 30 crime authors share their stories over 6 panels. As if that's not enough, the whole
thing is FREE! Check out this amazing line-up...

It's free, but you need to book.
Head over to @bloodbrospod on Twitter for details (hurry, now)
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Take part...
Get yourself along to Bay Tales, where access all areas is now free of
charge! Featuring the best and biggest names in fiction as well as the
brightest up-and-coming stars, you'll find interviews, panel discussions
and debates, workshops and much, much more.
baytalescom

UK Crime Book Club is a private FaceBook group set up to discuss and promote UK based crime
fiction authors.
Renowned as a particularly well run group, thanks to its superb admin, it currently has almost
18,000 members. It runs a regular series of live (and lively) author chat sessions. Join the group
to access these, and chat with your favourite authors, old and new!
www.facebook.com/groups/ukcrimebookclub
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We can't wait to read...
Meat is Murder by Chris McDonald
8th June
McNulty’s Meats, one of Stonebridge’s oldest businesses, is about to be
taken over in a lucrative deal that would make brothers Ron and Kevin
very rich men indeed. Unfortunately for them, local activist Tyler Love has
other ideas. Convinced that the deal would be bad for the town, he burns
the business to the ground and inadvertently kills himself in the process.
As least, that’s what the police think. Tyler’s mum disagrees, and pleads
with amateur sleuths Adam and Colin to investigate. Although, going up
against the psychopathic McNulty brothers, a rival businessman, a group
of hippies, and a girlfriend with secrets of her own might not be such a
good idea... Someone has something to hide, and will go to great lengths
to keep that secret buried.
Meat is Murder is the third book in The Stonebridge Mysteries series of
Cosy Crime novellas.
Waking the Tiger by Mark Wightman
1st June
Singapore, 1939. A young Japanese woman is found dead on the
dockside, her throat slashed. Inspector Maximo Betancourt is working a
new beat, one he didn’t ask for. Following the disappearance of his wife,
his life and career have fallen apart. A distinctive tiger tattoo is the only
clue to her identity. Once a rising star of Singapore CID, Betancourt has
been relegated to the Marine Division, with tedious dockyard disputes
and goods inspections among his new duties. Who is she? And why
are the authorities turning a blind eye? But when a beautiful,
unidentified Japanese woman is found murdered in the shadow of a
warehouse owned by one of Singapore’s most powerful families,
Betancourt defies orders and pursues those responsible. What he
discovers will bring him into conflict with powerful enemies, and force
him to face his personal demons.
The Great Silence by Doug Johnstone
19th June
Keeping on top of the family funeral directors’ and private-investigation
businesses is no easy task for the Skelf women, and when matriarch
Dorothy discovers a human foot while walking the dog, a perplexing case
presents itself … with potentially deadly results. Daughter Jenny and granddaughter Hannah have their hands full too: The mysterious circumstances
of a dying woman lead them into an unexpected family drama, Hannah's
new astrophysicist colleague claims he's receiving messages from outer
space, and the Skelfs' teenaged lodger has yet another devastating
experience. Nothing is clear as the women are immersed ever deeper in
their most challenging cases yet. But when the daughter of Jenny’s violent
and fugitive ex-husband goes missing without trace and a wild animal is
spotted roaming Edinburgh's parks, real danger presents itself, and all three
Skelfs are in peril.
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More great reads this month
Isla's Missing by Liam Hanson
1st June
Jailed thirty years ago for a murder he didn’t commit, Arvel Baines has been
plotting his revenge ever since. He’s going to ruin the lives of all those responsible
for framing him. And one man in particular will be made to suffer more than the
rest. When the son of the true killer wakes up on his kitchen floor to find his wife
dead and teenage daughter missing, so begins a deadly game of cat and mouse.
Soon the Murder Squad are tasked with finding the missing girl, drawing DCI
Reece into the mix. Can Baines carry out his gruesome vendetta before he’s
caught? Will Reece outsmart another killer? And what happens to the missing
Isla?
For Any Other Truth by Denzil Meyrick
3rd June
When a light aircraft crash-lands at Machrie airport, DCI Jim Daley and his
colleague Brian Scott rush to the scene. But it soon becomes clear that both
occupants of the plane were dead before take-off ...Meanwhile in Kinloch, local
fisherman Hamish is unwittingly dragged into danger when he witnesses
something he shouldn't, and hotel manager Annie is beginning to suspect her
new boss may not be as he first appeared. And just as Chief Superintendent
Carrie Symington thinks she has finally escaped the sins of her past, she finds
herself caught in an even deadlier trap. As the action spills across the sea to
County Antrim - all under the scrutiny of the Security Service - the search is on for
any other truth.
Out of Sightby Paul Gitsham
4th June
When a body is found abandoned under a bridge, teeth and fingerprints removed,
DCI Warren Jones and his team have little to go on. And once they finally identify
the victim, the case doesn’t get any easier. Estranged from his family but desperate
to reconnect, the victim led a solitary life – apart from secretive liaisons with a series
of partners he met online. Could one of them be guilty of his murder? Or does the
truth lie closer to home? The more Warren digs, the murkier the picture becomes –
re-written family wills, sabotaged CCTV footage and black-market deals are just
the beginning. Only one thing is for sure: whoever was behind the brutal murder,
they carefully won the trust of their victim before ending his life…
The Cold Light of Death by Scott Hunter
6th June
July, 1976 - Thames Valley, UK. Long, scorching days of blue skies, water
shortages, and record temperatures. A newly promoted Detective-Sergeant is
tasked with investigating the murder of a local shop owner - an investigation that
goes tragically wrong...Fast-forward forty-five years to 2021, when a chance
discovery exposes a grim secret that forces a reexamination of the circumstances
surrounding the ill-fated murder inquiry. DCI Brendan Moran is assigned this
coldest of cases, and it soon becomes apparent that he is dealing with a cold and
calculating criminal mind. Can Moran and his team piece together the events of
that long forgotten summer and unmask the killer before history repeats itself?
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More great reads this month
To Hunt a Magpie by Jack Gatland
6th June
Thirty years ago a group of five child detectives; Tommy, Luke, Tess, Jane and
Daniel, along with their dog, Dexter made the national press with their crime
solving. Nicknamed the Magpies, their adventures were written up as novels by
author Reginald Troughton and released to children around the world, including a
ten-year old Declan Walsh. But now, someone is targeting the Magpies, with
Reginald brutally murdered while writing a last, 'lost' adventure. And DI Declan
Walsh and the team of the Last Chance Saloon must not only solve Reginald's
murder with the 'help' of these rusty amateurs, but at the same time save the
surviving members of the Magpies from a devious and determined killer with a
chilling connection.
A Death on Stage by Caroline Dunford
10th June
It is 1914. War is underway. A group of French actors has become trapped in
Britain and some of them are seeking political asylum, among these is a
mathematician with whom Euphemia's friend, Mary, has been corresponding. He
joined the troupe with the express intention of making it to Britain and to Mary
before the war began. Euphemia's new commander sends her undercover to the
theatre where the company is finishing its run, and he instructs Fitzroy to remain
on medical leave. But Fitzroy has never been one to obey orders. Meanwhile,
Euphemia's husband, Bertram, lies critically ill in hospital and Euphemia must
employ all her strength to stay focussed on her mission. With actors and agents
playing roles both on and off stage, the toughest challenge is knowing who to
trust…
I Know What I Saw by Imran Mahood
10th June
I saw it. He smothered her, pressing his hands on her face. The police don't believe
me, they say it's impossible – but I know what I saw. Xander Shute - once a wealthy
banker, now living on the streets - shelters for the night in an empty Mayfair flat.
When he hears the occupants returning home, he scrambles to hide. Trapped in
his hiding place, he hears the couple argue, and he soon finds himself witnessing
a vicious murder. But who was the dead woman, who the police later tell him can't
have been there? And why is the man Xander saw her with evading justice? As
Xander searches for answers, his memory of the crime comes under scrutiny,
forcing him to confront his long-buried past and the stories he's told about himself.
How much he is willing to risk to understand the brutal truth?

20/20 by Carl Goodman
16th June
On the first day of her new job, D.I. Eva Harris is called to the scene of a brutal
murder at the heart of Surrey society. A shocking crime by a meticulous killer –
who escaped with the victim’s eyes. With the body drained of blood and no
forensic evidence left at the scene, Harris’ efforts to find the killer becomes
desperate. But as her investigation is complicated by corruption at the heart of the
police, she doesn’t know who to trust on her own team. As the pressure mounts,
Eva realises the murder is even more horrific than it seems, and her own dreadful
history threatens to be drawn out with it…
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More great reads this month
True Crime Story by Joseph Knox
17th June
Zoe Nolan walked out of a party taking place in the shared accommodation where
she had been living for three months. She was never seen again. Seven years after
her disappearance, struggling writer Evelyn Mitchell finds herself drawn into the
mystery. Through interviews with Zoe ' s closest friends and family, she begins
piecing together what really happened in 2011. But where some versions of events
overlap, aligning perfectly with one another, others stand in stark contrast, giving
rise to troubling inconsistencies. Shaken by revelations of Zoe ' s secret life, and
stalked by a figure from the shadows, Evelyn turns to crime writer Joseph Knox to
help make sense of a case where everyone has something to hide.

Dying Inside by Damien Boyd
22nd June
Newly promoted DCI Nick Dixon is stuck behind a desk when the peace of the
Somerset countryside is shattered by a spate of sheep killings, all slaughtered with
a crossbow. It seems whoever is responsible is practising, but for what? Then the
owner of a yacht that capsized on a suspected drug run is found dead, pinned to a
tree by four crossbow bolts. Convinced that the killing is a gangland execution, the
organised crime unit take over the investigation. Dixon is sure the motive lies
elsewhere, but is forced to watch from the sidelines—until another body is found.
Leading a major investigation team, and with internal politics threatening to thwart
him at every turn, Dixon must find the murderer before he kills again. And again…

In Dark Water by Lynne McEwan
24th June
DI Shona Oliver agreed to move to Dumfries with her ex-banker husband when
their teenage daughter got in with a bad crowd in London. As a Glasgow native,
she’s back on home turf. Living on the shores of the Solway Firth allows Shona to
continue as an RNLI volunteer, and a call out to recover a woman’s body indicates
foul play. Police in Cumbria take the case but links back to Scotland keep Shona’s
team involved. As they investigate, reports of people trafficking and a spate of thefts
from local shops compete for attention with a large scale drug bust. But Shona’s
work may all be in vain when those close to her threaten to tear the case apart –
and ruin Shona in the process.
When You Are Mine by Michael Robotham
24th June
Philomena McCarthy has defied the odds and become a promising young officer
with the Metropolitan Police despite being the daughter of a notorious London
gangster. Called to the scene of a domestic assault, she rescues a young woman,
Tempe Brown, the girlfriend of a decorated detective. The incident is hushed up,
but Phil has unwittingly made a dangerous enemy with powerful friends.
Determined to protect each other, the two women strike up a tentative friendship.
Tempe is thoughtful and sweet and makes herself indispensable to Phil, but
sinister things keep happening and something isn't quite right about the stories
Tempe tells. When a journalist with links to Phil's father and to the detective is
found floating in the Thames, Phil doesn't know where to turn, who to blame or
who she can trust.
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More great reads this month
Who's Next? by Bradd Chambers
26th June
The latest craze to sweep through social media is to stream your own suicide. For
thousands of strangers to watch you take your final breath. But everything is not as
it seems. The second body’s autopsy brings complications to this theory. It was all
a show. She didn't kill herself... She was brutally murdered! DI McNally must weed
out this meticulous killer before it’s too late and another victim becomes infamous.
The biggest question is… Who’s Next?

Risk of Harm by Lucie Whitehouse
28th June
Robin Lyons is back in her hometown of Birmingham and now a DCI with Force
Homicide, working directly under Samir, the man who broke her heart almost
twenty years ago. When a woman is found stabbed to death in a derelict factory
and no one comes forward to identify the body, Robin and her team must not only
hunt for the murderer, but also solve the mystery of who their victim might be. As
Robin and Samir come under pressure from their superiors, from the media and
from far-right nationalists with a dangerous agenda, tensions in Robin's own family
threaten to reach breaking point. And when a cold case from decades ago begins
to smoulder and another woman is found dead in similar circumstances, rumours
of a serial killer begin to spread.

Invisible Victim by Mel Sherratt
28th June
As my eyes adjust to the darkness, I’m filled with dread. Everything looks just like the
others described: a small hole in the door, a mattress and a narrow window
allowing only a small chink of light. The jewellery given to me by my loving husband
has gone and I’m in someone else’s clothes. Just days before, I had interviewed the
third victim for the local paper. She couldn’t stop shaking. Her story was the same as
those before her: an ordinary woman, locked away for ten days then released with
no explanation, and nothing – nothing she could think of – to link her to the others.
Throughout the ordeal, her abductor stayed eerily silent. I tell myself I’ll be safe in ten
days. But I can’t help thinking of the fourth victim who is still missing. And then I hear
the voice coming through the door. ‘You said everything would be fine. But it wasn’t
was it?’ It is then that I realise. If I am to make it out alive, I need to revisit a dark secret
of my own that I have spent a lifetime trying to forget.

A Cut For A Cut by Carol Wyer
29th June
In the bleak countryside around Blithfield Reservoir, a serial murderer and rapist is
leaving a trail of bloodshed. His savage calling card: the word ‘MINE’ carved into
each of his victims. DI Kate Young struggles to get the case moving—even when
one of the team’s own investigators is found dead in a dumpster. But Kate is
battling her own demons. Obsessed with exposing Superintendent John Dickson
and convinced there’s a conspiracy running deep in the force, she no longer
knows who to trust. Kate’s crusade has already cost her dearly. What will she lose
next?
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And finally.......
In case you missed it...
Jack in a Box, the debut novel by Angela C Nurse was
published on 26th May
Who do you trust when everyone has a secret? When single
mother Rowan joins her Uncle Jack’s detective agency she
doesn’t expect his murder to be her first case. To find out who is
responsible for his death she will need to solve another mystery,
the disappearance of Jack’s best friend 30 years earlier.
Someone doesn’t want Rowan digging up the past and they’re
prepared to go to any lengths to keep their secrets hidden. Can
she stand up to the danger, protect her daughter and bring a
murderer to justice?

Want your books, events, appearances or what-not in next month’s
Crime Report?
Drop me a line on Twitter
@JackieJamxx
or on FaceBook at
www.facebook.com/WriterJackie

